pared. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] At the time Plugge and Van Der Vlies developed their method, no reference guidelines for NIR were in place to use in evaluating their method. Therefore, this paper examines the question of whether or not such a method, based on their proposed statistic or on MD, could be accepted today.
INTRODUCTION
Considerable progress has been made since 1993 in developing method validation parameters for use in pharmaceutical laboratories and especially in developing guidelines for validating methods utilizing NIR spectrophotometry. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] If a fully functioning process is controlled by sensors placed at critical points along the process stream, no one sensor need be a fully independent analyzer. Since the analysis of the final product begins with raw material testing and continues through the entire stream, no one test stands alone, but each is a part of the analysis continuum. With this in mind, the question arises whether a relatively simple test, such as the Conformity Index (CI) (as proposed in 1993 by W. Plugge and C. Van Der Vlies 1 ) may be used in lieu of a full chemometric analysis. Similarly, Mahalanobis distances (MD) 2 (proposed slightly earlier, in 1992, as a similar form of quality control procedure 3 although not applied to pharmaceutical analysis at that time) also seems eminently suited for this purpose.
The requirements for validation of an analytical method as expressed in the official documentation [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] includes, for major constituents, verifying the following characteristics: (1) accuracy, (2) intermediate precision, (3) linearity, (4) range, (5) repeatability, (6) robustness, and (7) specificity. These characteristics are required to be tested, not only for NIR but also for any method developed for the analysis of a major ingredient, whether for assay or for content uniformity.
Thus, while the method of Plugge and Van Der Vlies was revolutionary and acceptable a decade ago, this study will evaluate whether or not that same work would be accepted today, in the light of the progress that has been made in the development of validation methodology. In this study, this question is examined in detail, beginning with an examination of the Conformity Index proposed by Plugge and Van Der Vlies as well as MD, starting with a detailed summary of the methodology used by Plugge amd Van Der Vlies.
In the study by Plugge and Van Der Vlies, the authors proposed the use of near infrared spectroscopy (NIR) as an alternative to several compendial test methods such as identification, water content, and assay for ampicillin trihydrate. 1 The key question that arises is whether or not such a method can be validated to satisfy current FDA requirements, as expressed in publicly available documents outlining the standards with which all methods of pharmaceutical analysis are com- 2. The SD for the slope and intercept were also reported.
METHODOLOGY
3. The correlation coefficient was reported.
An assessment for the SD of the intercept and slope were given in which the reported SD for the intercept is a measure of the bias and is assessed from 0, whereas the SD for the slope is a measure of its deviation from unity.
A. Accuracy 1. The accuracy of the assay method for water content was established by selecting 10 batches outside of the compendial limits for water content (12.0%-15.0%) that ranged from 7.1% to 11.6% and by constructing a calibration curve based on 2 NIRS wavelengths, 1642 nm and 1930 nm. The rest of the outlier batches were reserved for validation of the calibration curve.
D. Ruggedness
1. The authors recommended that if one model is used for more than one instrument, bias corrections should be made to adjust the model to each instrument.
2. Four-thousand-nine hundred and fifty-two batches were found to have an average of 13.1% with a standard deviation (SD) of ±0.2%.
2. Slope adjustments between instruments are not usually performed. 3. Four-hundred and seventy-four out of 4952 (9.57%) batches were scanned by NIR and yielded an average of 13.2% with a SD of ±0.2%. Since the average NIR value is close to the average reference value indicating low bias, and the SDs agree, Plugge and Van Der Vlies conclude that the NIR measurement is satisfactorily accurate.
3. Operator variability was present in the cell preparation; therefore this source of variability was built into the model in the form the spectra selected to be used for the reference spectra. 4 . Assay based on the use of a newly proposed CI (a) The use of an average value called "standard activity" was assigned to every batch in which the assay value lies within a range of ±3 times the SD of the assay method. These batches were declared to be of "standard quality." For example, the standard activity of 85.5% was assigned to each batch of ampicillin trihydrate for which the assay result is found to be between 84.2% and 86.8%, those values being the 99.9% confidence limits of the standard activity.
B. Precision
1. The precision was established by filling 10 individual cells with powder from a well homogenized batch sample and measuring each cell.
2. One cell was filled 10 times with the same powder and measured each time.
3. One cell was filled once and measured 10 times. 
E. Conformity
Plugge and Van Der Vlies introduced the CI as a measure of the "degree of conformity" of a batch with samples of standard quality. 1 MD have also been proposed as a means of assessing whether or not a sample is consistent with a set of data known to represent satis-
where, KF = the predicted water value factory product. 3 The CI was calculated as described above (the MD calculation is described below):
5. Recrystallization of the trihydrate also generated a different impurity profile and different particle size distribution; this was detected by the CI. 1. The authors then calculated the second derivatives of each of the 30 spectra obtained as the identification reference spectra. While the parameters for the derivative calculation are not given, the note that "... information on 17 wavelengths at both ends of the spectrum gets lost" leads us to surmise that the authors used a 35-point Savitsky-Golay calculation for the second derivative. This same parameter was therefore applied to the MD calculation. Also, despite their statement that they computed the average absorbance and SD, it appears from their description that they actually computed the average second derivative and SD of the second derivatives. Therefore, these same calculations were also performed to compute the CI for the tablet data.
6. The authors proposed the use of the CI instead of the construction of an assay calibration curve based on a mixture of regular (nominal), treated, aged, or blends made with sodium carbonate.
The authors' recommendations were as follows:
1. The adoption of alternate test methods does not supersede the compendial tests in instances of dispute of the contested test result.
2. The operative premise that supports the use of the proposed alternate test method is that the process is well established and that it can be demonstrated that the day-to-day variation observed in the release values can be ascribed to unavoidable variations of the analytical test method itself.
2. They then calculated the average value of these second derivative spectra ( abs ) and their SD at each wavelength.
3. Samples that exceed the 5.0 SD level should be analyzed by the official method before that batch can be released.
3. The average reference spectrum and the SD spectrum were calculated.
4. The unknown spectrum is measured and its second derivative calculated.
Skip lot testing by KF and the hydroxylamine test should be performed on every 10th batch to verify that the nominal 13.4% water value and the standard activity value previously established still holds. 5. A Q w value is calculated at each wavelength by dividing the absolute value of the difference between the derivative value at each wavelength of the sample spectrum and the reference spectrum by the SD of the reference spectra at the same wavelength.
Mahalanobis Distances
MD have been described in detail, 2, 15 and several potential applications have been described. 3, 16 MD are computed from the matrix equation:
6. The CI is the maximum Q w found for the unknown sample.
7. CIs for 324 approved production samples were calculated.
)
where, The results found from applying this CI calculation to various samples were as follows: D = Mahalanobis distances 1. For the 17 batches that had CIs greater than ±5 SD, a deviation from the normal process had been reported, although the samples passed the traditional (compendial) tests. X = a spectrum (a vector quantity) = the mean spectrum from a set of samples (a vector quantity) M = the matrix inverse of the pooled variancecovariance matrix from a set of samples 2. CI sensitivity was demonstrated by evaluating 17 out-of-spec batches that had anhydrous crystalline form contamination or a high level of water content.
A constant value of D defines an n-dimensional surface enclosing a specified proportion of the data, essentially the multivariate equivalent of a confidence interval. A simplified explanation is that data representing known good material (eg, the samples used by Plugge and Van Der Vlies to calculate the criteria for the CI) can be separated from the nonconforming material by surrounding the good material with a surface enclosing all Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a mathematical transformation of spectral data that has enjoyed a long and largely successful tenure in NIR spectroscopy, being applied to pharmaceutical analysis as long ago as 1989. 17 PCA is also widely used today and is known to often address some problems of NIR analysis. Because PCA thoroughly reorganizes the information in a set of spectral data, applying it to a set of data before computing the MD makes it tantamount to a separate and independent method of analyzing the data, while still legitimately falling under the heading of MD.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Comparison of the methods was performed using data previously reported. 14 The tablet data from that study are available online at: http://www.idrc-chambersburg .org/Shootout.html.
The data represent 13 production lots plus a set of laboratory development samples. The production samples have a limited range of the analyte, as normally expected from a production process in good control. The development samples were specifically created to extend the range of analyte beyond the values available in the production samples in order to facilitate the work reported.
14 For the previously reported work, the samples were divided into calibration, validation, and test sets. While these data do not include the wide range of variability in the Ampicillin samples used by Plugge and Van Der Vlies, they include the extraneous variation of "production" versus "synthetic" samples.
For the purpose of the current evaluation the samples were separated differently. The entire sample from the 3 sets described was combined and regrouped into 2 sets: (1) all the production samples with their limited range of assay values; and (2) all the other samples, which represent samples both within and beyond the range of values in the production set.
The nonproduction samples were further subdivided into 2 subsets: those within the production range (inspec) and those with assay values beyond the production set range (out-of-spec). A summary of the characteristics of each subset is listed in Table 1 .
The production samples were used to develop the criteria for calculating both the Conformity Index and the MD methods for testing the agreement of the samples with the known-good production data. For the Conformity Index, the second derivatives were calculated using, as described above, a quadratic polynomial fitting function and 35 points to create the fit.
MD were originally explained as using the original raw absorbance data. 2 In the referenced study describing the data, 14 the calibrations were performed using the Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) algorithm, after transforming the data using multiplicative scatter correction (MSC) followed by a first derivative calculation. Therefore, for the current study, the data were subjected to the same transformation, and the wavelengths used in the referenced study, which were shown to be characteristic of the active ingredient in these tablets, were used to compute MD.
In order to investigate the effect of performing PCA prior to calculating MD, a small and prespecified set of transformation conditions was applied to the data prior to performing the PCA and MD computations.
To perform this type of data analysis while retaining the concept of basing the data analysis on the previouslyvalidated results 14 the following appropriate methodology was used: (1) Perform PCA on the original spectra, and compute MD on those untransformed data.
(2) Perform PCA on the data as transformed according to the already-validated transformation used for those data, ie, MSC followed by computation of the first derivative (dA/dλ).
Each of these data transformations was applied, and computations of the MD matrices were performed on the resulting values; then the MD matrices were applied to the production samples to compute the threshold, and the same computations for the non-production samples were performed that were used for the wavelength-based MD calculations.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After performing the CI and MD computations, the resulting criteria were then used to assess both the inspec and out-of-spec development samples. Table 2 shows that all tablets from the set of calibration samples had CI values of less than 7, thus this became the threshold for CI.
Whitfield et al have calculated theoretical values for confidence limits for MD. 15 The values from Whitfield's tables are in good agreement with the empirical values for the MD values from all calibration samples. Based on these combined criteria, the threshold for MD was set at 4. Based on the maximum value of each statistic as shown in Table 2 , therefore, the threshold (limit) value for CI was set at 7 and for MD at roughly 4. The percentage of the samples found to be beyond the limit was also computed for each sample set and is listed in Table 2 .
The CI and the MD calculations reacted differently to the differences in the sample sets. As Table 2 shows, the CI did not pass all the in-spec samples nor did it fail all the out-of-spec samples. Nevertheless, it did a creditable job in flagging and assigning the majority of samples in both sets. It may well be that the optimum parameters depend on the sample type and are likely to be different for different samples. We noted that the criteria developed for Ampicillin may not be optimum for other types of samples, such as the ones tested here.
MD, on the other hand, did an excellent job of flagging all the samples that were not made by the production process, ie, both the in-spec and out-of-spec synthetic laboratory (development) samples. This performance demonstrates its ability to flag nonstandard and potentially counterfeit samples.
Comparison of the Methods with the Guidelines
Based on the summary of the study discussed above, the following question is addressed: Would the same Coefficients can be plotted, and the regions of large coefficients compared with the spectrum of the analyte matrix variation can be used to assess effect on corresponding analyte.
Challenges from anhydrous ampicillin, amoxicillin, and other similar compounds were performed.
Identification based on SMV Linearity A line plot for linearity, slope, intercept, and correlation coefficient are all reported
For water determination only, a plot of KF versus NIR was presented (for the n = 17 samples used therein).
The intercept, slope, SD of the slope, SD of the intercept, and the correlation coefficient were reported.
Visual examination of plot of NIR versus KF water analyses shows possible marginal nonlinearity. Range
The range of analyte reference values in the validation set defines the range of the NIR method.
The range of analyte reference values also effectively defines the quantification limits for an NIR method.
A limited sample set does not preclude the use of an NIR method.
The lower and upper bounds of the linear plot define the range for water determination.
The use of the newly proposed CI test is based on the premise of a limited sample set for the assessment of the hydroxylamine assay.
The range was set at ±5 SD around the mean CI value. Accuracy Accuracy can be indicated by how close the Standard Error of Prediction (SEP) is to the standard error of the reference method used for validation.
The error of the reference method may be known based on historical data or a measurement of the Standard Error of the Laboratory (SEL) may be carried out.
Several statistical comparison methods can be applied to the NIR predicted values and reference values from the validation set samples to determine if there is any statistical difference between the results from the 2 methods, at a specified confidence limit (eg, paired t test, bias evaluation).
See range statement above. For water determination only, the precision was established by filling 10 individual cells with powder from a well homogenized batch sample and measuring.
One cell was filled 10 times with the same powder and measured each time.
One cell was filled once and measured 10 times.
SD and RSD values were calculated for each precision measurement described above.
Robustness
Analyst should demonstrate effects of environmental variation, sample presentation, and instrument variability.
Not applicable
Ruggedness N/A For water determination only, the authors recommended the use of a bias correction to adjust the model if it is to be used by more than one instrument.
Slope adjustments between instruments are not usually performed.
Operator variability was present in the cell preparation; therefore, this source of variability should be built into the model in the form the spectra selected to be used for the reference spectra.
Ongoing model evaluation
Ongoing monitoring of method accuracy, precision, or other suitable parameters.
Skip lot testing by KF and the hydroxylamine test should be performed on every 10th batch to verify that the nominal 13.4% water value and the standard activity value previously established still hold.
Model transfer
Transfer of electronic models to a second instrument requires that procedures and criteria must be applied to demonstrate that the model remains valid on their second instrument.
N/A * CI indicates conformity index; KF, Karl Fisher; NIR, near-infrared analysis; Relative Standard Deviation; and SMV, spectral match value.
data be accepted today based on the newly proposed <1119> method validation parameters for NIR?
14 Table 3 lists the <1119> method validation parameters and the corresponding NIR parameters for ampicillin trihydrate presented above.
The study by Plugge and Van Der Vlies 1 deals with the analysis of 2 constituents in the powder they are concerned with. One is the active ingredient (ampicillin); the second is moisture. The moisture is treated as a constituent to be quantified, and the validation of the NIR analytical methodology for moisture addresses the several characteristics of a quantitative method that the guidelines require: repeatability, intermediate precision, accuracy, linearity, and range. The evidence shown by Plugge and Van Der Vlies for specificity of their NIR measurement for moisture analysis is weak. However, the results achieved by computing the spectral match values (SMV) of both anhydrous ampicillin and production ampicillin containing moisture outside the allowed limits can be taken as indirect evidence of the specificity of the NIR response to moisture.
The validation of the analysis for ampicillin is less straightforward. Indeed, the report begins with a discussion of a fairly extensive series of tests showing that ampicillin trihydrate can be identified and that it can be distinguished from other similar antibiotics and from other forms of ampicillin. Qualitatively, this procedure might suffice to identify the product, but identification is not the goal of the study, nor of the regulations governing pharmaceutical production; it is only 1 step on the road to validating the analytical method. Validation of a method of qualitative analysis is also not the primary goal of either Plugge and Van Der Vlies' study 1 or this one.
While Plugge and Van Der Vlies indeed address some of the validation requirements for identification of a qualitative method of NIR analysis, in that they challenged their method with other, similar materials, their work should not be compared with the guidelines for validating methods of identifying pharmaceutical materials.
Plugge and Van Der Vlies need to verify that the result of their production process conforms to the specified requirements of the product, which is the percentage of pharmaceutically active material in the output of the process. This need is a problem in quantitative NIR analysis because of the limited range of concentration of ampicillin in the samples that were available for the calibration development. This limited concentration range is a common problem when seeking to perform NIR analyses, and recent work has recommended increasing the range with pilot plant and/or laboratory development samples. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] At that time, however, Plugge and Van Der Vlies felt that it would suffice to use the CI to show that materials whose spectra conformed to the optical behavior of known good samples would themselves constitute good samples. Reproducing Plugge and Van Der Vlies' method and simultaneously testing the application of MD to the same problem is in itself not an unreasonable approach (this point is considered below). However, in the light of modern guidelines, both approaches are wanting in the area of meeting current validation requirements.
At the most basic level, Plugge and Van Der Vlies do not provide any indication as to either the precision or the accuracy of the method. While Plugge and Van Der Vlies show the precision, and even the distribution, of the CI values they calculate, no indication is given of the precision of the corresponding concentration values for the ampicillin content. In addition, they are unable to show any connection between the CI precision and the precision of ampicillin measurement, except that both are bounded. MD also does not address these validation requirements.
Most of the other common validation requirements for a quantitative analytical method are also ignored, in addition to the accuracy and precision: linearity and intermediate precision. CI did not show any correspondence of the wavelengths used to known absorbance bands of the analyte. MD, on the other hand, did use the wavelengths found in the previous study, and therefore does address this issue. In addition, neither the CI nor the MD was tested in the face of environmental variations, such as temperature and humidity, or for the effect of using different instruments or having the test performed by different operators.
The only one of the standard validation parameters given for the ampicillin analysis is the range of concentrations of ampicillin in the samples, which was reproduced in the current tests also.
On the other hand, Plugge and Van Der Vlies' contention that samples with conforming spectra would constitute good material has merit. Since values of the CI or MD outside the allowable range indicate departure of the samples from the behavior of known good material, lack of such departure indicates that, in some respects, the samples do conform to the behavior of good material. It is not clear, however, which aspects of the material are included in this conformity. Nevertheless, such behavior on the part of an analytical method is not unknown in pharmaceutical practice.
By way of analogy, the US Pharmacopeia includes cases in which samples are subjected to several different tests, none of which stand alone as a definitive indication of the quality of the pharmaceutical product. An example of this is the compendial test for lactose monohydrate. 18 In order to verify that a given quantity of lactose is suitable for use in pharmaceutical products, the following tests are performed:
(1) Clarity of solution None of these tests (eg, test for reducing sugar) individually verifies either that the sample is lactose monohydrate or that it is sufficiently pure for pharmaceutical use. Even the chromatographic test for identification ascertains only that the sample at hand is not any of a group of other sugars (dextrose, sucrose, or fructose). The set of tests together, however, provide strong confirmation that the material at hand is lactose and is suitable for use.
A similar situation exists with the concept of using CI or MD. Alone, neither is sufficient to unequivocally identify or quantify the amount of material in a product. However, by limiting the range of possible substances and quantities, either CI or MD could be a valuable component in a battery of tests, which collectively would verify the identity and usability of a given batch of ampicillin. As in the lactose example, the CI, MD, and SMV guard against the possibility of a material being any of several similar materials or out-ofspec in other respects; although they do not identify the material uniquely or quantitatively determine the amount or concentration of ampicillin in the product. Therefore, supporting tests are needed.
CONCLUSION
In the course of reviewing the tests performed by Plugge and Van Der Vlies, they were compared with the list of requirements stated in the Introduction; the NIR measurement of moisture was found to address all the requirements, although their method of addressing specificity was weak. From this finding, the conclusion is that the protocols for NIR measurement of moisture presented by Plugge and Van Der Vlies would meet the current validation criteria and would be acceptable even under modern stringent guidelines.
The use of the CI and /or the MD (calculated for 3 different sets of computational parameters) as a replacement for an assay of the active ingredient was also compared with the list of analytical characteristics required by the guidelines. Since the MD computation had not been previously optimized, its performance was computed for a very small set of different computational conditions. Widely varying performance characteristics were found under the different conditions, from all prediction samples being flagged as out-ofrange (for MD computations based on individually selected wavelengths) to none being flagged (using the PCA transformation for the otherwise untransformed spectral data), with the 1 trial pretreatment falling in between. This result confirms a suspicion that a good statistic requires a considerable amount of effort to optimize and that an extensive research effort would have to be undertaken to create a computational method intended to replace an actual assay, as was likely done with the CI itself.
Nevertheless, when compared with the requirements for validation of a method, the only characteristics addressed by the CI were the range and identity (the weak surrogate for specificity). The MD computation also addressed the question of specificity (somewhat more strongly) when the MDs were computed from individually selected wavelengths.
14 Even so, both of these methods of assessing the "goodness" of the data fail to address the majority of the requirements specified in the official guidelines. For this reason, the conclusion drawn here is that the proposal for use of CI or MD as a replacement for quantitative assay testing does not meet modern standards. Nevertheless, they are valuable weapons in an arsenal of test methods and could be part of a series of tests, which could be used together to ascertain the usability of a pharmaceutical substance. A series of tests such as these, used in conjunction with a method of rapid measurement such as NIR, can be part of a synergistic set of measurements that together create a reliable and efficient process measurement technology.
